Derivation of Acceleration Responses
Kalman filters are at the core of many tracking systems [l] , [2] . For the particular class of problems where the noise is nearly stationary or stationary, the Kalman gains converge to fixed values. For the class of problems when this occurs, the filter can be viewed as a constant gain filter which is nothing more than a matrix difference equation. This equation can then be solved provided the model is deterministic. In general, the update equations for a constant gain filter can be written as
where q, = nZhvector state estimate F, G = filter update gain matrices, x, = scalar measurement model. Alpha-beta filters, which are commonly used in radar tracking systems when it is necessary to track a large number of objects, are a special case of this general class. The tracking equations of an alpha-beta filter assume a target that is moving with constant ve- Similar equations apply for y and z . The filter gains satisfy the following relations ,
The relation between a and /3 is known as the Kalata relation and is obtained from steady state Kalman filter theory assuming zero mean white noise in the position and velocity state equations [4] . Therefore, for a given a , the optimal choice for /3 is given by the above.
From Eq. (a), substitute the predictor terms into the expressions for IS and ws, apply the Z-transform and solve for z s ( z ) , and us(%). As in [3], the equations for 2s and vs in the Z-transform domain are;
In the time domain we arrive at the following two uncoupled difference equations in E S ( k ) and ws ( k )
The method of undetermined coefficients will be used to find solutions for z s ( k ) and vs(k) with in- The solution for z s ( k ) takes the form
The term (1 -a)P-" denoted l p , is the position lag coefficient and accounts for the lag in the response due to the acceleration input. Equation (4) will be used to find the constants d2 and d2. Applying the initial conditions we get dl = aT2% and d2 = crd1(2~sinO)-~
The complete solution is
Since 0 < T < 1, the terms rk and rk- ' The preceding analysis can be applied to the predicted position and velocity as well. From equation (2), the predicted or one step ahead lags for position and velocity are; 1 e,+, = -P a 1 e,,, = -+ -
P 2 e:+1
We also have $+, = -2
Explicit Control of Filter Lag
There are some instances where the tracking interval, T , may vary due to missed data points or some adverse environment. Eq. (2) will be re-written in terms of a varying data interval Tk along with varying filter gains f f k and p k . The task will be to find the filter gains that will preserve the nominal filter lags, , e, = (---) e, = -P The same expression may also be obtained from Eq. Setting r = t,T and using lp = f (which implictily assumes the Kalata relationship), the above formulas may be written in terms of velocity lag time, 7, and varying update interval Tk;
This choice of gains will maintain the nominal filter lags no matter how the update interval varies. From equation (12), we also have Therefore for the case of aperiodic updates, Eq. (12) will preserve the nominal or periodic filter lags and also maintain the optimal relation between the filter gains.
The following one dimensional example considers an incoming target initially being tracked at 2 Hz with negligible acceleration and an initial velocity of 50 yds/sec at 250 data miles. The true target trajectory is corrupted with 1 milliradian of angle noise. Least squares filter gains are used to settle the track to steady state.
As the target undergoes a 1 g maneuver, the tracking interval changes to 1/2 Hz followed by a transition to a 1/2 g maneuver with a corresponding tracking interval of 1 Hz. With the exception of the brief transients due to gain switching, case 2 suffers relatively little degradation in performance. The price payed for maintaining the 2 Hz lag is a tolerable increase in track noise due to the increase in filter gain.
Conclusions
For a step acceleration input, we have derived the position and velocity lags for an alpha-beta filter along with the closed form expressions for smoothed position and velocity. For the case of aperiodic tracking, the lag terms were used to derive the filter gains which preserve the optimal Kalata relation and also maintain the periodic filter lag. A simple example demonstrated the improvement in performance for tracking an accelerating target with missed data points.
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